Admin Reference Card
LaserTagPro

Game Rules
● “There will be no sprinting, climbing, jumping, profanity, or physical violence on the
battlefield. Blind firing is not allowed, keep a safe distance from other players and make
sure you hold your gun with two hands. If you violate any of these rules, your game will be
ended and you will be told to exit the battlefield. Any questions? Now that everyone knows
the rules, lets get to the game! ”
PreGame Briefing: Team Battle
● “Your mission is team battle and it’s simple. Take out the other team before they take you
out. You will have 3 lives. If your HP is lost, go to [location of respawn boxes] where you
can reactivate your guns by pushing the red button on the utility box. If you get a GAME
OVER message on your gun, come back here and stay here until the end of the game. If
you have any questions, find a referee with a yellow admin gun. We will countdown,
‘3,2,1, Go.’ On go, hold your trigger down until you hear your gun power up. Everyone
ready?”
PreGame Briefing: Capture the Flag
● “Your objective for this mission is to get to the opponent’s flag and get it back to your
base. If you die while carrying the flag, set it down right where you are before going back
to [location of respawn boxes] to respawn. If you see any flag lying on the ground you can
pick it up and bring it to your base. You will have unlimited lives. In order to complete this
mission, you must return both your own flag plus your opponent’s flag to the stand in your
base. Everyone ready?”
PreGame Briefing: VIP
● “Your objective for this mission is to eliminate the VIP on the opposing team and protect
your own VIP player from being killed. When the VIP is killed your team wins the game.
Everyone has unlimited lives. When you lose a life, be sure to proceed to [location of
respawn boxes] to respawn. Each team needs to select a VIP and proceed to your
designated area of the battlefield. Everyone ready?”
PreGame Briefing: Domination
● “The game type is called Domination. [Demonstrate pulley flag.] Your objective is to make
sure your flag is higher than your opponents flag at the end of the round. There are [x
number] of flags on the field so your job is to find them and hold them for the duration of
the game. It’s easier said than done. You will have unlimited lives. Be sure to proceed to
[location of respawn boxes] to respawn when you die. Everyone ready?”
PostGame: “[All post game briefings consist of simply letting players know which team won]”
When to Kill a player with the Admin Gun
● Disobeying rules, cheating that has already been warned once verbally.
When to End Game a player
● Already been warned verbally or “killed” by Admin yet continues to be unruly.

